
 

Mixed Media: Collage and Coffee 



Here are some examples of coffee painting 

 



 

 



 



 



 



 



Today we will use coffee in an observational drawing piece using 

materials you will hopefully have at home: 

 

Coffee, water, paint brushes (or cotton buds if you don't have brushes)& lids or similar to mix the 
coffee on  (a palette if you have one). 

Scraps of paper e.g. lined, graph, newspaper, white and brown envelopes (the inside of envelopes 
often has an interesting pattern), brown parcel paper etc. 

Glue stick - If you don't have any glue, try mixing a little flour and water together to stick the papers 

together. You will need to let your paper dry if you do this.  

A black biro. 

Correction fluid - preferably as a pen. Alternatively a white pen. 

Salt - to add texture to the coffee. 



 

Step 1: 

Prepare a few backgrounds for yourself by tearing pieces of 

lined/graph/newspaper/envelopes/receipts etc and glue them down onto pieces of A4 or A5 paper.  

Don't worry if you don't have thick art paper to glue it to, any scrap paper will work.  



 

Step 2: 

Set up objects in front of you which are relevant to your theme.  

If you are struggling to find anything, any objects will do for now and you can focus on zooming in 

and cropping to create an abstract piece. 

You can ask for help and advice later on with this if you need it.  



 

Step 3: 

Mix your 3 tones of coffee - Dark, mid and light tones. 

Gather your drawing equipment - biro and correction fluid (if you have it, you can leave this out if you 

don't) 

 



Step 4: 

To loosen up, draw some loose squiggles on one of your prepared papers in biro.  

Practice your mark making by filling in sections with different marks such as hatching (short diagonal 

lines), cross hatching (going across those lines in the other direction), scribbling, stippling (small dots) 

and so on. 

 

Step 5: 

Paint in sections of your loose line drawing in different tones of coffee. You can sprinkle salt on some 

sections for different effects. 



 

Step 6: 

Back to basics! Take another of your prepared papers. Look at your collection of objects in front of 

you and, without looking at your paper, draw a large continuous line drawing without lifting your 

pen from the paper. Your drawing should fill the page. 

 

Step 7: 



Again, using your 3 tones of coffee, paint in sections of your drawing. You can use salt to add texture 

to sections which can be brushed off when dry. 

 

Step 8: 

Once dry, you can work into your piece again with biro and a correction fluid pen.  

Have more than one piece on the go, so that when one is drying you can work on another, adding 

darker layers and detail with coffee/biro and highlights with correction fluid. 

Step 9: 

Photograph your work and add it to your Sway and post it onto the general posts in Teams. Make 

sure you take photos as you go along to show your process and progress for your Sway, and annotate 

it. 



 

Step 10: 

Congratulate yourself on your awesomeness and reward yourself with your favourite hot beverage!  

(For health and safety reasons please note contents will be hot) 


